Can a soccer ball really unite people?  
Can a soccer ball really create friendship?  
Can a soccer ball really break ethnic barriers?

Please join us for a unique opportunity to screen the nationally acclaimed film Pelada and meet the film makers.

Pelada is the story of two college graduates not willing to give up the game of soccer after college. They travel to 25 countries in search of “pick up” games. Watch the magic unfold as they learn it’s not about the game…. It’s about life and the real world!

Harbor Day School, Moiso Center  
October 21st 7:00 PM

Purchase your tickets at: www.pelada-movie.com  
Tickets $10.00 (advanced purchase online)  
$15.00 at the door  
We recommend purchasing tickets online. Seating is limited.

*Pelada is recommended for children fifth grade or above due to moderate use of profanity and mature content.